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In this paper, we are concerned with the boundedness of all the solutions of the
equation
x0 q axqy bxys f t .Ž .
Ž .where f t is a smooth 2p-periodic function, a and b are positive constants
Ž .a / b . Q 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
w x w xMotivated by 13 and 1 , we will study the boundedness of all the
solutions for the following differential equation
x0 q axqy bxys f t , 1Ž . Ž .
Ž .where f t is a smooth 2p-periodic function, a and b are positive constants
Ž .a / b .
w x w xThis equation was studied by Fucik 4 and Dancer 2 in their investiga-Ï
tions of boundary value problems associated to equations with ``jumping
w x w x w x w xnonlinearities.'' For recent developments, we refer to 5 , 6 , 7 , 16 , and
the reference therein.
w xIn 1996, Ortega 13 considered the equation
x0 q axqy bxys 1 q « h t ,Ž .
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Ž . < <where the smooth function h t is 2p-periodic in t. He proved that if « is
Ž .sufficiently small then all the solutions are bounded, that is, if x t is a
solution, then it is defined for all t g R and
< < < <sup x t q x9 t - q‘.Ž . Ž .Ž .
tgR
This result is in contrast with the well-known phenomenon of linear
resonance that occurs in the case a s b s n2. For example, all the solu-
tions of
x0 q n2 x s 1 q « cos nt
are unbounded for any « / 0.
On the other hand, when
1 1
q g Q, 2Ž .' 'a b
w x Ž .Alonso and Ortega 1 proved that there is a 2p-periodic function f t
Ž .such that all the solutions of 1 with large initial conditions are un-
Ž . Ž .bounded. Moreover, for such a f t , Eq. 1 has periodic solutions. This
Ž .result also shows that the behavior of solutions of 1 is different from ones
of linear equations. Indeed, the existence of periodic solutions can imply
the boundedness of solutions in linear case.
Ž .From 2 it follows that there are two positive constants m and n such
that
1 1 m
q s 2 .' ' na b
Moreover, m and n are relatively prime.
Ž .Denote by C t the solution of
x0 q axqy bxys 0
Ž . Ž . Ž .with the initial condition x 0 s 1, x9 0 s 0. The derivative of C t will
Ž . Ž . Ž . wŽ . xbe denoted by yS t . Then C t and S t are mrn ? 2p -periodic in t
Ž . 2Ž . Ž .and C t g C R . Moreover, C t is even and can be given by
p¡ ' < <cos a t , 0 F t F '2 a~C t sŽ . a p p mp' < <y sin b t y , - t F .(¢ ž /' 'b n2 a 2 a
' ' 'Ž . Ž .Notice that if a s b, then C t s cos a t and S t s a sin a t.
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Ž .For given 2p-periodic function f t , let
2p
F u s f mt C u q mt dt , u g R,Ž . Ž . Ž .Hf
0
and
A f [ u g R : F u s 0 .Ž . Ž . 4f
Ž .Then F u is a 2p-periodic function and the derivative isf
2pX




F u s f mt C u q mt dt s f mt y u C mt dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hf
0 urm
0 2p
s f mt y u C mt dt q f mt y u C mt dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
urm 0
Ž .2pq urmq f mt y u C mt dtŽ . Ž .H
2p
0 2p
s f mt y u C mt dt q f mt y u C mt dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
urm 0
urm
q f ms y u q 2mp C ms q 2mp dsŽ . Ž .H
0
0 2p
s f mt y u C mt dt q f mt y u C mt dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
urm 0
urm
q f ms y u C ms dsŽ . Ž .H
0
2p
s f mt y u C mt dt ,Ž . Ž .H
0
Ž .which yields that F u is 2p-periodic in u .f
Ž .The purpose of this paper is to show that if the function F u is notf
Ž .zero for any u g R, then every solution of 1 is bounded. More precisely,
we will prove
Ž . 6Ž 1. 1THEOREM 1. Suppose that f t g C S with S s Rr2p Z and the two
different positi¤e constants a and b satisfy
1 1 m
q s 2 , 3Ž .' ' na b
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Ž .where the positi¤e integers m and n are relati¤ely prime. If A f s B, then all
Ž . Ž .the solutions of 1 are bounded, i.e., if x t is a solution, then it exists for
all t g R and
< < < <sup x t q x9 t - q‘.Ž . Ž .Ž .
tgR
Ž .COROLLARY 1. Suppose the condition 3 holds and
f t s 1 q mh t ,Ž . Ž .
Ž . 6Ž 1.where h t g C S and m is a parameter. If
a q b
y1< < < <m ) ? max h t ,Ž .
1< <a y b tgS
Ž .then all the solutions of 1 are bounded.
Ž .Proof of Corollary 1. It suffices to verify F u / 0 for all u g R.f
Ž .By the periodicity and evenness of C t , we have
2p 2p
C u q mt dt s C mt dtŽ . Ž .H H
0 0
1 n2mp 2 mprn
s ? C t dt s ? C t dtŽ . Ž .H Hm m0 0
n 2nmprn mprn
s ? C t dt s C t dtŽ . Ž .H Hm mŽ .y mprn 0
2n mprnpr2 a's ? C t dt q C t dtŽ . Ž .H Hž /m 0 pr2 a'
'2n 1 a
s ? yž /'m ba
and
2n2p mprnpr2 a'
< < < <C u q mt dt s ? C t dt q C t dtŽ . Ž . Ž .H H Hž /m0 0 pr2 a'
'2n 1 a
s ? qž /'m ba
2n a q b
s ? .'m b a
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Ž .From the definition of F u , it follows thatf
2p 2p
< <F u G C u q mt dt y mh t C u q mt dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hf
0 0
< <2n b y a 2p
< < < < < <G ? y m ? max h t C u q mt dtŽ . Ž .H




y1< < < <m ) ? max h t .Ž .
1< <a y b tgS
This completes the proof.
w xIn 1 , the authors obtained the following result:
Ž . Ž .If A f / B and for any u g A f
F
X u / 0.Ž .f
Ž .Then there is an R ) 0 such that e¤ery solution of 1 with
2 2x t q x9 t ) RŽ . Ž .0 0
for some t g R is unbounded.0
Ž .Remark. The form of the function F u given here is slightly differentf
w xfrom the original one in 1 . In that paper, the authors defined
2p




aC t s C t q 2kp .Ž . Ž .Ým ks0
However, it is easy to see
ÄF u s F u .Ž . Ž .f f
Ž .In fact, from the periodicity of C t and m and n are relatively prime, it
follows that
2p
a aC t q s C t , ; t g R,Ž .ž /n
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Ž . aŽ .which implies that f t C t q u is 2p-periodic in t. Hence,
12p 2 mp
a aÄF u s f t C t q u dt s f t C t q u dtŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H Hf m0 0
my11 2mp
s f t C t q u q 2kp dtŽ . Ž .Ý H2m 0ks0
my11 2p
s f mt C mt q u q 2kp dtŽ . Ž .Ý Hm 0ks0
my11 2pq2 kprm
s f ms y 2kp C ms q u dsŽ . Ž .Ý Hm 2kprmks0
my11 2pq2 kprm
s f ms C ms q u ds.Ž . Ž .Ý Hm 2kprmks0
Since the integrand in the last line is 2p-periodic in s, we have
2pq2 kprm 2p
f ms C ms q u ds s f ms C ms q u ds, ;k g ZŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H q
2kprm 0
which yields that
2pÄF u s f ms C ms q u ds s F u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Hf f
0
The idea for proving Theorem 1 is as follows. By means of transforma-
Ž . Ž . 2 2 2 24tion theory, 1 is, outside of a large disc D s x, x9 g R : x q x9 F r
Ž .in x, x9 plane, transformed into a perturbation of an integrable Hamilto-
nian system. The Poincare map of the transformed system is closed to aÂ
2 w xso-called twist map in R _ D. Then a version of Moser's twist theorem 14
guarantees the existence of arbitrarily large invariant curves diffeomorphic
Ž .to circles and surrounding the origin in the x, x9 plane. Every such curve
is the base of a time-periodic and flow-invariant cylinder in the extended
Ž . 2phase space x, x9, t g R = R, which confines the solutions in the inte-
rior and which leads to a bound of these solutions.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce
Ž .the action-angle variables r, u . The proof of the main result will be found
in Section 3. In the last section, we give a sketch of another proof of the
w xresult in 13 .
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2. ACTION AND ANGLE VARIABLES
Ž .Introducing a new variable y as x9 s yy, then Eq. 1 is equivalent to
the following system:
x9 s yy , y9 s axqy bxyy f t , 4Ž . Ž .
which is a Hamiltonian system with the Hamiltonian function
H x , y , t s 1r2 y2 q 1r2 axq2 q 1r2bxy2 y f t x .Ž . Ž .
Ž . 2LEMMA 2.1. For any x , y g R and t g R, the unique solution0 0 0
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž . Ž .z t s x t; t , x , y , y t; t , x , y of 4 satisfying z t s x , y exists0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
on the whole t axis.
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..From the definition of C t and S t , we know that C t , S t is the
solution of the autonomous system
x9 s yy , y9 s axqy bxy
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .satisfying the initial condition C 0 , S 0 s 1, 0 . Hence
2 2 2q yS t q aC t q bC t ’ a.Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Under the transformation r, u ‹ x, y with r ) 0 and u mod 2p ,
given by
mu mu
1r2 1r2x s lr C , y s lr S , 5Ž .ž / ž /n n
y1 y1' Ž .where l s nm a , 4 is transformed into another Hamiltonian
system
› h › h




1r2h r , u , t s ? r y 2lr C f t . 7Ž . Ž . Ž .ž /m n
It is easy to see that h is C 6 in r and t, C 2 in u .
Ž .Remark. The transformation defined by 5 , similar to the correspond-
w x w xing one in 3 , has been used in 1 .
Observe that
r du y h dt s y h dt y r du .Ž .
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Ž . Ž .This means that if one can solve r s r h, t, u from 7 as a function of h,
t, and u , then
dh ›t dt › r
s y h , t , u , s h , t , u , 8Ž . Ž . Ž .
du › t du › h
Ž . Ž .that is, 8 is a Hamiltonian system with Hamiltonian function r s r h, t, u
and now the action, angle and time variables are h, t, and u , respectively.
w xThis trick has been used in 8 .
Ž . Ž . ŽŽ Ž . Ž ..Remark. The relation between 8 and 6 is that if r t , u t is a
Ž . Ž Ž Ž Ž .. Ž .. Ž .. Ž . Ž .solution of 6 , then h r t u , u , t u , t u satisfies 8 , where t s t u is
Ž .the inverse function of u s u t .
Ž .From 7 , it follows that
lmf t mu mg h , t , uŽ . Ž .11r2r s C q ,ž /n n n
where
2mu n
g h , t , u s l f t C q h .Ž . Ž .(1 ž /ž /n m
Hence
3r2m m mu
1r2r s h q 2l h f t C q R h , t , u , 9Ž . Ž . Ž .ž / ž /n n n
where
mu
l f t CŽ .22 ž /2m mu n
R h , t , u s l f t C ? 1 q .Ž . Ž .2 ž /ž / nnn
g h , t , u q hŽ . 0(1 m
Then it is not difficult to prove that
kq l›
ykR h , t , u F c ? h , 10Ž . Ž .k lk l› h › t
Ž .for k q l F 6 and h 4 1, where c k q l F 6 are positive constants.k l
Ž .Introducing a new time variable q as u s nq , then the system 8 is
transformed into the form
dh › dt ›
s y H h , t , q , s H h , t , q , 11Ž . Ž . Ž .
dq › t dq › h
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where
H h , t , q s mh q 2lm3r2 ny1r2 h1r2 f t C mq q nR h , t , nq .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .Because n is a positive integer, the function H h, t, q is 2p-periodic in q .
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1
This section is divided into two parts. First, we give an expression of the
Ž .Poincare map of the system 11 and then prove the statement of TheoremÂ
1 in the Introduction.
Ž .3.1. An Expression of the Poincare Map of 11Â
In order to calculate the Poincare map, we introduce a new variable ¤Â
w xvarying in the closed interval 1rD, D and a small positive parameter d by
the formula
1 1
h s ¤ , ¤ g , D ,2 Dd
Ž . Ž .where the positive constant D g 1, q‘ will be determined by 22 below.
Obviously, h 4 1 m d < 1.
Ž . Ž .In the new action and angle variables ¤ , t , the system 11 can be
written in the form
d¤ › dt ›
s y H ¤ , t , q , d , s H ¤ , t , q , d , 12Ž . Ž . Ž .
dq › t dq › ¤
where
H ¤ , t , q , d s m¤ q 2lm3r2 ny1r2d C mq ¤ 1r2 f tŽ . Ž . Ž .
q nd 2R dy2 ¤ , t , nq .Ž .
Ž . Ž y2 .Moreover, from 10 , it follows that the perturbation R d ¤ , t, nq satis-
fies
kq l›
y2 qd R d ¤ , t , nq “ 0 as d “ 0Ž .k l› ¤ › t
for k q l F 6.
Ž . Ž .From now on, we use the notations o 1 and O 1 . A functions s
Ž . Ž . s Ž .f ¤ , t, q , d is said to be of order o 1 if it is C in ¤ , t ands
kq l›
qf ¤ , t , q , d “ 0 as d “ 0Ž .k l› ¤ › t
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Ž . Ž .for k q l F s. Similarly, a function f ¤ , t, q , d is said to be of order O 1s
s Ž .if it is C in ¤ , t and for k q l F s,
kq l›
f ¤ , t , q , d F c , for d < 1Ž . 0k l› ¤ › t
where the constant c is independent on d .0
Ž .Now we write the system 12 explicitly:
d¤¡ 3r2 y1r2 1r2s y2dlm n C mq ¤ f 9 t q d o 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .5dq~ 13Ž .dt
3r2 y1r2 y1r2s m q dlm n C mq ¤ f t q d o 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .¢ 5dq
Ž Ž . Ž ..It is easy to show that if d < 1, the solution ¤ q , ¤ , t , t q , ¤ , t with0 0 0 0
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . w xthe initial condition: ¤ 0, ¤ , t , t 0, ¤ , t s ¤ , t exists in q g 0, 4p0 0 0 0 0 0
Ž . w x w xfor any ¤ , t g 1rD, D = 0, 2p . Moreover,0 0
1
w x0 - F ¤ q , ¤ , t F 2D , ;q g 0, 4p .Ž .0 02D
Ž Ž . Ž ..Suppose that the solution ¤ q , ¤ , t , t q , ¤ , t has the following0 0 0 0
expression:
¤ q , ¤ , t s ¤ q dF q , ¤ , t ,Ž . Ž .0 0 0 2 0 0
t q , ¤ , t s t q mq q dF q , ¤ , t .Ž . Ž .0 0 0 1 0 0
Ž .Denote by P the Poincare map of 12 . ThenÂ
P ¤ , t s ¤ q dF 2p , ¤ , t , t q 2mp q dF 2p , ¤ , t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0
From the above discussions, we know that if d < 1, this map is well-de-
w x w xfined in the region 1rD, D = 0, 2p .
If one can prove that for every d < 1 the map P has an invariant curve
Ž .which is diffeomorphic to ¤ s const., then boundedness of solutions of 10
Ž w x w x w x .follows from the standard arguments, see 3 , 8 , 11 , etc. In order to
prove the existence of such invariant curves for every d < 1, it suffices
to verify that for every d < 1, the Poincare map P satisfies all the as-Â
sumptions of a variant of Moser's small twist theorem which is due to
w xOrtega 14 . In the rest of this part, we will give an expression of
Ž Ž . Ž ..F 2p , ¤ , t , F 2p , ¤ , t .1 0 0 2 0 0
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Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž .Since ¤ q , ¤ , t , t q , ¤ , t is the solution of 13 , we have0 0 0 0
dF1 y1r23r2 y1r2s lm n f t C mq ? ¤ q dF q o 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 2 5dq
dF2 1r23r2 y1r2s y2lm n f 9 t C mq ? ¤ q dF q o 1 . 14Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 2 5dq
w xAs in the proof in 3 , one can show that
F q , ¤ , t , F q , ¤ , t s O 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 0 0 2 0 0 5
Hence
¤ q , ¤ , t s ¤ q d O 1 , t q , ¤ , t s t q mq q d O 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 5 0 0 0 5
Ž .From the equations of 14 , it follows that
2p Ž .y 1r23r2 yŽ1r2.F 2p , ¤ , t s lm n f t q C mq ? ¤ q dF dqŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H1 0 0 0 2
0
q o 1 .Ž .5
s lm3r2 nyŽ1r2.
=
2p yŽ1 r2.f t q mq q d O 1 C mq ? ¤ dq q o 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0 5 0 5
0
2p3r2 y1r2 yŽ1r2.s lm n ? ¤ f t q mq C mq dq q o 1 ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H0 0 5
0
2p 1r23r2 y1r2F 2p , ¤ , t s y 2lm n f 9 t q C mq ? ¤ q dF dqŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H2 0 0 0 2
0
q o 1Ž .5
2p1r2 3r2 y1r2s y¤ 2lm n f 9 t q C mq dq q o 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H0 5
0
s y2lm3r2 ny1r2 ? ¤ 1r20
=
2p
f 9 t q mq q d O 1 C mq dq q o 1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H 0 5 5
0
2p3r2 y1r2 1r2s y2lm n ? ¤ f 9 t q mq C mq dqŽ . Ž .H0 0
0
q o 1 .Ž .5
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Now we obtain an expression of the Poincare map P as follows:Â
t s t q 2mp q d l ¤ , t q d o 1 ,Ž . Ž .1 0 1 0 0 5P : ½ ¤ s ¤ q d l ¤ , t q d o 1 .Ž . Ž .1 0 2 0 0 5 15Ž .
w x w x¤ , t g 1rD , D = 0, 2p ,Ž .0 0
where
2p3r2 y1r2 yŽ1r2.l ¤ , t s lm n ? ¤ f t q mq C mq dqŽ . Ž . Ž .H1 0 0 0 0
0
and
2p3r2 y1r2 1r2l ¤ , t s y2lm n ? ¤ f 9 t q mq C mq dq .Ž . Ž . Ž .H2 0 0 0 0
0
3.2. The Proof of Theorem 1
Ž .In this part, we will prove that the Poincare P given by 15 has anÂ
w xinvariant closed curve in 1rD, D for every d < 1. Usually, the existence
w xof such curves is guaranteed by Moser's small twist theorem 12 . However,
in the standard version, Moser's theorem is concerned with a map of the
form
t s t q k q d ¤ q ??? ,1 0 0
¤ s ¤ q ??? ,1 0
where k is a fixed number, d ) 0 is a small parameter and the remaining
Ž . Ž .terms indicated by dots are of order d o 1 as d “ 0. For this reason, our4
map P does not meet all the conditions of Moser's theorem as l / 0 and2
l depends on t , it seems that one cannot apply this result directly.1 0
w xFortunately, there is a variant of Moser's theorem 14 which allows us to
prove the existence of invariant curves for P.
w xNow we state Ortega's result 14 .
w x 1 w xLet A s a , b = S be a finite cylinder with universal cover a , b =
R. Consider the map
F : A “ R = S1.
We assume that the map has the intersection property, that is, for every
 4Jordan curve G ; A which is homotopic to the circle ¤ s constant0
Ž .satisfies F G l G / B.
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Suppose that a left of F has of the form
t s t q 2 Np q d l ¤ , t q dw ¤ , t ,Ž . Ž .1 0 0 0 1 0 01 16Ž .½ ¤ s ¤ q d l ¤ , t q dw ¤ , t ,Ž . Ž .1 0 0 0 2 0 02
Ž .where N is an integer, d g 0, 1 is a parameter and l , l , w , and w1 21 2
are functions satisfying
› l 16l g C A , l ¤ , t ) 0, ¤ , t ) 0, ; ¤ , t g A , 17Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0 0 01 1 › ¤ 0
l , w , w g C 5 A . 18Ž . Ž .1 22
In addition we assume that there exists a function I: A “ R satisfying
› I
6I g C A , ¤ , t ) 0, ; ¤ , t g A 19Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0› ¤ 0
› I › I
l ¤ , t ¤ , t q l ¤ , t ¤ , t s 0, ; ¤ , t g A.Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 2› t › ¤0 0
20Ž .
Define the functions
w xI ¤ s max I ¤ , t , I ¤ s min I ¤ , t , ¤ g a, b .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0 0 0 0
t gR t gR0 0
Since the function I is periodic in t , the above two functions are0
well-defined and finite.
Ž w x. Ž . Ž .LEMMA 3.1 Theorem 3.1, 14 . Let F be such that 16 ] 18 hold.
Ž . Ž .Assume in addition that there exists a function I satisfying 19 , 20 , and
Änumbers a , b withÄ
Ä Ä Äa - a - b - b , I a - I a F I a - I b F I b - I b . 21Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ä Ä Ä Ž . Ž .
Then there exist « ) 0 and d ) 0 such that if d - d and0 0
5 5 5 5 5 5w q w - « ,C Ž A. C Ž A.1 2
the map F has an in¤ariant cur¤e G ; A. The constant « is independent of d .
Ž . 1Furthermore, if we denote by m G, d g S the rotation number of F, then
lim m G , d s 0.Ž .
d“0
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Now we go back to our map P. Since P is the Poincare map of theÂ
Ž .Hamiltonian system 12 , it is symplectic and has the intersection property
w x 1 w xin the cylinder 1rD, D = S . The proof can be found in 3 . Moreover,
the intersection property is preserved under a homeomorphism from the
w x 1cylinder 1rD, D = S to itself.
Under the diffeomorphism
1
t s t , u s ,
¤
Ž .the symplectic map P, given by 15 , is transformed into the following
form:
t s t q 2mp q d l u , t q d o 1Ž . Ž .1 0 0 0 51 1w xQ: u , t g 1rD , D = S ,Ž .0 0½ u s u q d l u , t q d o 1 ,Ž . Ž .1 0 0 0 52
where
2p3r2 yŽ1r2. 1r2l u , t s lm n ? u f t q mq C mq dq ,Ž . Ž . Ž .H0 0 0 01
0
2p3r2 yŽ1r2. 3r2l u , t s 2lm n ? u f 9 t q mq C mq dq .Ž . Ž . Ž .H0 0 0 02
0
Ž . Ž . Ž .Since the functions f t and C t are 2p-periodic and mrn ? 2p , respec-
Ž .tively, we have, by the assumption A f s B.
2p 2p
f t q mq C mq dq s f mq C mq y t dqŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H0 0
0 0
s F yt / 0, ; t g R.Ž .f 0 0
Let
2p 6J t s f t q mq C mq dq g C R .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H0 0
0
Then
l u , t s lm3r2 nyŽ1r2. ? u1r2J tŽ . Ž .0 0 0 01
and
l u , t s 2lm3r2 nyŽ1r2. ? u3r2J 9 t .Ž . Ž .0 0 0 02
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Ž .By the condition A f s B, without loss of generality, we assume
J t ) 0, ; t g R.Ž .0 0
Hence
› l 1l u , t ) 0, u , t ) 0.Ž . Ž .0 0 0 01 › u0
Ž . Ž .Since J t q 2p s J t , one has0 0
s s min J t ) 0Ž .0
t gR0
and
L s max J t - q‘.Ž .0
t gR0
Moreover, L G s .
Now we choose the constant D satisfying
3L
D s 2 ) 1. 22Ž .ž /s
Let
1
1r2I u , t s ? u .Ž .0 0 0J tŽ .0
It is easy to verify that
› I › I
l u , t u , t q l u , t u , t s 0,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 01 2› t › u0 0
› I
u , t ) 0,Ž .0 0› u0
and
I 1rD - I D F I D - I D F I D - I D ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .1 1 2 2
where D s DyŽ1 r3. and D s D1r3.1 2
We have already verified that the map Q satisfies all the conditions
Ž . Ž .17 ] 21 . Hence for every d < 1, the map Q, so the map P, has an
invariant closed curve diffeomorphic to u s constant. The proof is com-0
pleted.
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w xRemarks. 1. From the Aubry]Mather theory 10 and the Poincare]Â
Birkhoff fixed point theorem, one can obtain the existence of harmonic
and subharmonic solutions, as well as the existence of quasi-periodic
Ž . w x w xsolutions of Eq. 1 . The precise statements can be found in 15 and 9 .
Ž . Ž . < <2. When f t s 1 q « g t with « sufficiently small, by a similar way,
one can use the standard version of Moser's small twist theorem to prove
Ž .the boundedness of solutions of Eq. 1 . Moreover, in this case, the
Ž .condition 3 can be removed. That is, one can get another proof of
w xOrtega's result 13 . We will give a sketch of the proof in the next section.
4. ANOTHER PROOF OF ORTEGA'S RESULT: A SKETCH
In this section, we will give a proof of the boundedness of solutions of
Ž . Ž . Ž . 5Ž 1.Eq. 1 when f t s 1 q « g t with g g C S .
Let
1 1 1
v s q .ž /' '2 a b
Ž . 2Ž . Ž .Then C t g C R is 2vp-periodic in t. Moreover, C t is even and can
be given by
p¡ ' < <cos a t , 0 F t F '2 a~C t s .Ž . a p p' < <y sin b t y , - t F vp(¢ ž /' 'b 2 a 2 a
Ž .Step 1. The action-angle variables r, u .
Ž . Ž . Ž .Under the transformation r, u ‹ x, y with r ) 0 and u mod 2p ,
given by
x s lr1r2 C vu , y s lr1r2S vu ,Ž . Ž .
y1 y1' Ž .where l s v a and S s yC9, 4 is changed into another Hamilto-
nian system
› h › h
r 9 s y r , u , t , u 9 s r , u , t ,Ž . Ž .
›u › r
where
h r , u , t s vy1 ? r y 2lr1r2 C vu f t . 23Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
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Step 2. Another Hamiltonian system.
Ž .From 23 , it follows that
r h , t , u s v ? h q 2lv 3r2 h1r2 f t C vu q R h , t , u ,Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .where R h, t, u satisfies
kq l›
ykR h , t , u F c ? h ,Ž . k lk l› h › t
Ž .for k q l F 5 and h 4 1, where c k q l F 5 are positive constants.k l
The new Hamiltonian system is
dh › r dt › r
s y h , t , u , s h , t , u . 24Ž . Ž . Ž .
du › t du › h
w xIntroduce a new variable ¤ varying in the closed interval 1rD, D and a
small positive parameter d by the formula
1
h s ¤ ,2d
Ž .the positive constant D g 1, q‘ . Obviously, h 4 1 m d < 1.
Ž . Ž .In the new action and angle variables ¤ , t , the system 24 can be
written in the form
d¤ › dt ›
s y H ¤ , t , u , d , s H ¤ , t , u , d , 25Ž . Ž . Ž .
du › t du › ¤
where
H ¤ , t , u , d s v ? ¤ q 2lv 3r2d C vu ¤ 1r2 f t q d 2R dy2 ¤ , t , u .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž Ž . Ž ..Suppose that the solution ¤ u , ¤ , t , t u , ¤ , t has the following expres-0 0 0 0
sion:
¤ u , ¤ , t s ¤ q dF u , ¤ , t ,Ž . Ž .0 0 0 2 0 0
t u , ¤ , t s t q vu q dF u , ¤ , t .Ž . Ž .0 0 0 1 0 0
Ž .Denote by P the Poincare map of 25 . ThenÂ
P ¤ , t s ¤ q dF 2p , ¤ , t , t q 2vp q dF 2p , ¤ , t .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0
From the above discussions, we know that if d < 1, this map is well-de-
w x w xfined in the region 1rD, D = 0, 2p .
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Step 3. An expression of the map P.
w xAs in the proof in 3 , one can show that
F u , ¤ , t , F u , ¤ , t s O 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž .1 0 0 2 0 0 4
Hence
¤ u , ¤ , t s ¤ q d O 1 , t u , ¤ , t s t q vu q d O 1 .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .0 0 0 4 0 0 0 4
Ž . Ž .By the assumption f t s 1 q « g t , it follows that
2p Ž .y 1r23r2F 2p , ¤ , t s v l f t u C vu ? ¤ q dF du q o 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .H1 0 0 0 2 4
0
2p3r2 yŽ1r2.s v l ? ¤ C vu du q « O 1 q o 1Ž . Ž . Ž .H0 4 4
0
b y a
yŽ1 r2.s 2 ¤ q « O 1 q o 1 ,Ž . Ž .0 4 4ab
2p 1r23r2F 2p , ¤ , t s y2v l f 9 t C vu ? ¤ q dF du q o 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H2 0 0 0 2 4
0
2p 1r23r2s y2v l « g 9 t C vu ? ¤ q dF du q o 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H 0 2 4
0
s « O 1 q o 1 .Ž . Ž .4 4
Now we obtain an expression of the Poincare map P as follows.Â
b y a¡ yŽ1 r2.t s t q 2vp q 2 ? d ¤ q d « O 1 q o 1 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .1 0 0 4 4~ abP : ¢¤ s ¤ q d « O 1 q o 1 ,Ž . Ž .Ž .1 0 4 4
Ž . w x w xfor ¤ , t g 1rD, D = 0, 2p . So it satisfies all the conditions of Moser's0 0
small twist theorem.
w x Ž . 4Remark. In 13 , g t is assumed to be of class C . However, we need
Ž . 5g t g C here. I don't know if our method can be applied to prove the
boundedness of solutions in the case g g C 4.
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